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ABSTRACT 
 
Learning disability in school children is the representation of brain disorder which includes several disorders in 
which school going child faces the difficulties. The evaluation of learning disability is a crucial and important 
task in the field of educational field. This process can be accomplished by using data mining approaches. The 
efficiency of this approach is based on the feature selection while performing the prediction of the learning 
disabilities. In paper mainly aims on the efficient method of feature selection to improve the accuracy of 
prediction and classification in school going children. Feature selection is a process to collect the small subset of 
the features from huge dataset. A commonly used approach in feature selection is ranking the individual features 
according to some criteria and then search for an optimal feature subset based on evaluation criterion to test the 
optimality. In the Wrapper model we use some predetermined learning algorithm to find out the relevant 
features and test them. It requires more computations, so if there are large numbers of features we prefer to 
filter. In this paper first we have used feature selection attribute algorithms Chi-square. Info Gain, and Gain 
Ratio to predict the relevant features. Then we have applied fast correlation base filter algorithm on given 
features. Later classification is done using KNN and SVM. Results showed reduction in computational cost and 
time and increase in predictive accuracy for the student model. The objective of this work is to predict the 
presence of Learning Disability (LD) in school-aged children more accurately and help them to develop a bright 
future according to his choice by predicting the success at the earliest.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Learning disability is a crucial neurological disorder found in the school going children which causes the difficulty in 
learning and various skills i.e. speaking, reading, listening and writing etc.  There are various approaches have been 
proposed to build a computer based system to handle the learning disability which follows collection of huge datasets 
which contains the symptoms and signs of the learning disability. These kinds of approaches use data mining techniques 
to build the efficient interface for prediction of learning disability and development of classification model. For improved 
prediction of the learning disability, feature selection is a key parameter. It is an important parameter which helps us to 
build the efficient model of the learning disability prediction. By using this process the dimension of the data is reduced 
and by preserving the key features of the data. It comes under pre-processing stage in machine learning methodology. 
This process of feature selection is classified into three subcategories (i) Wrapper method, (ii) Filtering and (iii) 
Embedding method. 
 
Wrapper method is performed to by using predetermined learning techniques to find out the relevant features and to 
perform testing on them. Main drawback of this is that it is computation complexity is  more when compared to others. 
Next method is embedding technique which combines the feature selection and classification stage together [12]. For this 
purpose, feature selection approach is proposed by integrating a popular SVM and KNN based feature ranking process 
with a probability.  The approach follows a ranking of the symptoms of LD according to their importance in the data 
domain. Each symptoms significance or priority values reflect its relative importance to predict LD among the various 
cases. Then by eliminating least significant features one by one and evaluating the feature subset at each stage of the 
process, an optimal feature subset is generated.[12] The experimental results shows the success of the proposed method 
in removing redundant attributes efficiently from the LD dataset without sacrificing the classification performance. 
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2. DATA MINING 
  
Data mining is an approach which dispense an intermixture of technique to identify a block of data or decision making 
knowledge in the database and eradicating these data in such a way that they can be put to use in decision support, 
forecasting and estimation [11]. Educational data mining concerns with developing methods for discovering knowledge 
from data that come from educational environment.[15] In this paper we used educational data mining to analyse learning 
behavior. The characteristics of learning disabilities are identified early in the child’s development; a program of 
cognitive training can be used to give that child the right skills for normal and successful life. Data mining techniques are 
the result of long process of research and product development. Data mining is the practice of automatically searching 
large stores of data to discover patterns and trends that go beyond simple analysis [7]. Data mining uses sophisticated 
mathematical algorithms to segment the data and evaluate the probability of future events of real world problems. 
Support Vector Machines, a powerful algorithm based on statistical. learning theory. It implements Support Vector 
Machines for classification, regression, and anomaly detection. It also provides the scalability and usability that are 
needed in production quality data mining system.[16 ] This paper introduces and analyses SVM and KNN supervised 
algorithm, which will help to understand the tuning, diagnostics & data preparation process and advantages of SVM in 
Data Mining. SVM can model complex, real-world problems such as text and image classification, hand-writing 
recognition, and bio-informatics and bio-sequence analysis [18]. “k-nearest neighbor” use small neighborhoods in the 
attribute space to determine classification and regression predictions. These predictions can be greatly skewed by 
redundant attributes. The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 Learning disabilities and dataset; we then 
provide a brief explanation of Feature selection and step of feature selection in section 3. The next section i.e. section 4 
overview of conventional describes the basics of KNN and SVM diagnostic technique used for handling this problem, 
followed by actual implementation methodology and contains the test result in Section5. Finally section 6 Discussion and 
the conclusion of the paper and feature analysis. 
 
3.  LEARNING DISABILITIES 
 
In this section we discuss about the learning disability. Learning disability is a general term which denotes the various 
neurological disorders which can cause learning disorders. This can be classified into writing, speaking, reading, 
reasoning, listening and doing math etc. According to a survey by National Health Interview in 2004, it was examined 
the 8% children between 3-16 years of age had learning disability in the United States. It was found that Dyslexia is 
primarily learning disability which affects the writing, reading and speaking difficulties in the children. “Generally 
learning disability is a disorder of the neurological system which affects the process of receiving, storing the information 
in brain and responding to the query or information”. It is not an intellectual disability. It occurs at all levels of 
intelligence, sub average, average, above average and highly gifted [6].  According to conventional techniques, a sever 
between intellectual ability and academic achievement has to exist in one or more of these academic areas: Oral 
expression, Listening comprehension, Writing expression, Basic Reading skills, Reading comprehension and 
Mathematical calculations.[22] These aforementioned parameters are commonly examined to evaluate whether a child is 
learning disabilities or not.  Developmental brain disorders represent one of the most interesting and challenging research 
areas in neuroscience. In this research project, we have tried to adopt a K Nearest Neighbor and Support Vector machine 
to identify Learning disabilities problems at an early stage. 
A. Dataset 
 
To apply the proposed methodology, a dataset consisting of the signs and symptoms of the learning disabilities in school 
age children is selected. It is collected from various sources which include a child care clinic and schools providing 
assistance for handling learning disability in children and two different schools conducting similar studies. This dataset is 
helpful to determine the existence of LD in a suspected child. It is selected with a view to provide tools for researchers 
and physicians handling learning disabilities to analyze the data and to facilitate the decision making process. The dataset 
contains 680 student records with 16 conditional attributes as signs and symptoms of LD and the existence of LD in a 
child as decision attribute. There are no missing values or inconsistency exists in the dataset. Table-1 gives a portion of 
the dataset used for the experiment. In this table t represents the attribute value true and f represents the attribute value 
false. Table 1 gives key used for representing the symptoms and its abbreviations. 
 
Table- 1.  List of attributes 
 
Sl. No. Attribute 
 
Signs & Symptoms of LD 
1 DR Difficulty with Reading 
2 DS Difficulty with Spelling 
3 DH Difficulty with Handwriting 
4 DWE Difficulty with Written Expression 
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5 DBA Difficulty with Basic Arithmetic skills 
6 DHA Difficulty with Higher Arithmetic skills 
7 DA Difficulty with Attention 
8 ED Easily Distracted 
9 DM Difficulty with Memory 
10 LM Lack of Motivation 
11 DSS Difficulty with Study Skills 
12 DNS Does Not like School 
13 DLL Difficulty in Learning a Language 
14 DLS Difficulty in Learning a Subject 
15 STL Slow To Learn 
16 RG Repeated a Grade 
 
4. FEATURE SELECTION 
 
Many irrelevant attributes may be present in data to be mined. So they need to be removed. Also many mining 
algorithms don’t perform well with large amounts of features or attributes. Therefore feature selection techniques needs 
to be applied before any kind of mining algorithm is applied. [10] The main objectives of feature selection are to avoid 
over fitting and improve model performance and to provide faster and more cost-effective models. Feature selection 
process reduces the dimensionality of the dataset and the goal of dimensionality reduction is to map a set of 
observations from a high dimensional space M into a low dimensional space m       by preserving the semantics 
of the original high dimensional dataset. Let           be an information system (dataset), where                
be the set of objects and A = {a1, a2… aM} be the set of attributes used to characterize each object in I. Hence each 
object xi in the information system can be represented as an M dimension vector                          ,where 
      yields the  
                  attribute value of the ith                  data object. Dimensionality 
reduction techniques transform the given dataset I of size n × M into a new low dimensional dataset Y of size    
 .[12].  Feature Selection or attribute selection is a process by which automatically search for the best subset of 
attributes in dataset. The notion of “best” is relative to the problem are trying to solve, but typically means highest 
accuracy. [14] A useful way to think about the problem of selecting attributes is state-space search. The search space is 
discrete and consists of all possible combinations of attributes could choose from the dataset. The objective is to 
navigate through the search space and locate the best or a good enough combination that improves performance over 
selecting all attributes.[1] 
 
The simplest is feature selection, in which the number of LD in an experiment is reduced by selecting only the most 
significant according to some criterion such as high levels of activity. Feature selection algorithms are separated into 
three categories [10]: 
 
1. The filters which extract features from the data without any learning involved. 
2. The wrappers that use learning techniques to evaluate which features are useful. 
3. The embedded techniques which combine the feature selection step and the classifier construction 
 
Three key benefits of performing feature selection on data are: 
 
1. Reduces Over fitting: Less redundant data means less opportunity to make decisions based on noise. 
2. Improves Accuracy: Less misleading data means modeling accuracy improves. 
3. Reduces Training Time: Less data means that algorithms train faster. 
 
The feature selection is a search process that select a subset of significant features from a data domain for building 
efficient learning models.[12 ]. KNN and SVM have been applied to an increasing number of real world problems of 
considerable complexity. The most important advantage is that KNN and SVM are capable of solving problems that are 
too complex for conventional technologies. These two techniques used for identifying significant attribute and to 
improve accuracy level. 
 
B. Steps of Feature Selection 
 
A feature of a subset is good if it is highly correlated with the class but not much correlated with other features of the 
class. [21]Steps to be taken are as follows: 
 
a. Subset generation: We have used two classifiers to rank all the features of the data set. 
Then we have used top 3, 4, and 5 features for classification. 
b. Subset evaluation: Each classifier is applied to generated subset. 
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c. Stopping criterion: Testing process continues until 8 features of the subset are selected. 
d. Result validation: We have used 10-fold cross validation method for testing each classifier’s accuracy. 
 
 
 
 
5. IMPLEMENTATION OF MODEL 
 
This work is implemented using MATLAB tool. MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is multi-paradigm numerical computing 
environment and fourth-generation programming language, developed by Math Works. MATLAB permits matrix 
manipulations, employment of algorithms, inception of user interfaces, plotting of functions and data and interfacing 
with programs written in other languages, including C, C++, Java, Fortran and Python [17]. The classify panel is used 
for classification, to estimate the accuracy of resulting predictive model, visualize erroneous predictions, or the model 
itself. Net Beans is used to implement FCBF. For good results we need to know the weight age of each variable 
necessary for identifying learning disabilities in student. So we have used feature selection algorithms tests such as Info 
gain, Chi squared and gain Ratio. The following table 2 shows the features ranked according to the algorithm. 
 
Table II. Rank of Feature and Average Rank 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sl. No Feature Gain Ratio Info Gain Chi squared 
1 DR 0.145887 0.145817 120.5478 
2 DS 0.104722 0.104627 87.6333 
3 DLS 0.089254 0.089037 75.0805 
4 DHA 0.064551 0.063383 52.5809 
5 DA 0.045683 0.044441 38.2477 
6 DH 0.033437 0.033412 28.5096 
7 DWE 0.026997 0.026656 22.5457 
8 DM 0.021703 0.021311 18.0414 
9 DNS 0.007888 0.00788 6.7659 
10 LM 0.006284 0.006275 5.3769 
11 DLL 0.005614 0.005603 4.8017 
12 STL 0.002997 0.002992 2.5718 
13 DB 0.002674 0.002649 2.2799 
14 DSS 0.001382 0.001381 1.187 
15 DBA 0.000582 0.000581 0.4989 
16 ED 0.000408 0.00359 0.3093 
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Figure 2 Average Feature Rank 
 
Feature selection Algorithm:  
 
1. Input feature set, KNN  SVM 
2. Output Final feature subset 
3. Normalize features subset using Epsilon algorithm  
4. If  (Normalized feature subset = =0) 
 Feature subset = =1 
 Else 
 Feature subset = feature subset 
 End 
5. Compute R value 
6. If (R -> 1) 
 Optimal feature = feature subset 
 Else if 
 R < 0.5 (step 3) 
 Reevaluation 
 End 
.Classification techniques 
 
There are different combinations of variables in the real world, but we cannot always determine correlations between 
the variables. This project seems to be one of the first to attempt the use of KNN and SVM for addressing this 
challenging problem that has drawn the attention of many medical researchers. In actual application, therefore, the 
"Feature Selection Method" is often adopted to delete unnecessary feature variables and reduce the number of variables 
included. This simplifies problems and improves accuracy in problem classification.[21] In our study students with LD 
are evaluated. The method we adopted in our study is the Wrapper-based feature selection based on SVM (Support 
Vector Machine) and KNN (K Nearest Neighbor) algorithm, were selected as the embedded algorithms to test the 
optimal combination of feature selection 
 
5.1 Support Vector Machine 
 
Vladimir Vapnik invented Support Vector Machine in 1979. SVM has received more and more attention from 
researchers in recent year, and its greatest feature is the capability of dealing with linear and non-linear questions and is 
free from the limitation of data size. [13] In other words, training with few parameters can be conducted without having 
sufficient data or premises. In classification, the primary concept of SVM is to construct an optimal hyper-plane that 
serves as an interface for classification decisions. [20, 21] Through this interface we can effectively separate positive 
examples and negative examples.  
 
Classification of SVM is shown on Figure. 3. 
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The details accuracy by class and confusion matrix in respect of SVM as shown in Table III below Detailed accuracy 
by class 
 
TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-
Measure 
ROC 
Area 
Class 
0.973     0.854     0.933    0.969     0.965      0.953    1 
0.854       0.974       0.949      0.854       0.657      0.895       0 
 
Table IV. Confusion matrix 
 
A B Classified as 
419 13 a = t 
6 242 b = f 
 
5.2 K- Nearest Neighbor 
 
Feature weights are easily incorporated into learning algorithms such as k nearest neighbor, but the advantage of 
feature weighting over feature selection is minimal at best, due to the increased chance of over fitting the data. In 
general, feature weighting does not reduce the dimensionality of the original data.[4]. The best choice of k depends 
upon the data; generally, larger values of k reduce the effect of noise on the classification, but make boundaries 
between classes less distinct. A good k can be selected by various heuristic techniques. The special case where the class 
is predicted to be the class of the closest training sample (i.e. when k = 1) is called the nearest neighbor algorithm. [6] 
 
The new instance is assigned to the retrieved instance’s class. Equation 1.1 shows the distance metric employed by IB1. 
 
                 
 
   
 
(1) 
 
Equation 1 gives the distance between two instances   and  ;   and    refer to the j
th feature value of instance x and y, 
respectively. For numeric valued attributes                  
 
; for symbolic valued attributes           , if the 
feature values    and    are the same, and 1 if they differ.  
 
It is important to remove redundant and irrelevant attributes from dataset before evaluating algorithms. This task should 
be tackled in the Prepare Data step of the applied machine learning process. [26].  The Search Method is the structured 
way in which the search space of possible attribute subsets is navigated based on the subset evaluation. Baseline 
methods include Random Search and Exhaustive Search, although graph search algorithms are popular such as Best 
First Search. The details accuracy by class and confusion matrix in respect of KNN as shown in Table V below 
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Table V Detailed accuracy by class 
 
TP 
Rate 
FP 
Rate 
Precision Recall F-
Measure 
ROC 
Area 
Class 
0.967      0.975      0.985    0.969     0.966       0.977    0 
0.975       0.969       0.949      0.949       0.968       0.962       1 
 
Table VI. Confusion matrix 
 
A B Classified as 
247 8 a = t 
9 416 b = f 
 
5.3 Wrappers Method 
 
A number of deterministic investigations have been used to examine LD such as a combination of a wrapper 
and sequential forward selection. SFS is a deterministic feature selection method that works by using hill-climbing 
search to add all possible single-attribute expansions to the current subset and evaluate them. It starts from an empty 
subset of LD attributes and sequentially selects attributes, one at a time, until no further improvement is achieved in the 
evaluation function. The feature that leads to the best score is added permanently [23]. For classification, support vector 
machines (SVMs), k-nearest neighbors, and probabilistic were used in an attempt to classify between LD and non LD 
[24]. Very accurate results were achieved using SVMs techniques. Two methods based on SVMs are very widely used 
in disabilities datasets: After removing the illogical entries, the remaining data underwent feature selection with SVM, 
feature selection with KNN, and to improve the accuracy result. The wrapper feature selector is as follows: 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Wrapper feature selector 
 
The experimental comparison of classification algorithms are done based on the performance measures of classification 
accuracy rate and execution time. After evaluating all features of the LD dataset, the algorithm retains the set of 
features                                These Eight features are significant because all other features can be 
removed from the LD dataset without affecting the classification performance. Table VII shows the results obtained 
from the classifier before and after the feature selection process. To determine the accuracy 10 fold cross validation is 
used. 
Table VII: Classification results given by SVM/KNN 
 
Comparison of Features Selection Classification Results 
Various cases 
Dataset prior to 
perform feature 
selection 
Dataset reduced 
using the proposed 
approach 
KNN SVM KNN SVM 
No of feature 
 
16 
 
16 
7 8 
Correctly Classified Instances 
(In percentage) 
 
92% 
 
94% 
92% 
 
97% 
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Incorrectly Classified Instances 
( In Percentage) 
8% 6% 8% 3% 
Time Taken to build a model 
( in seconds) 
 
0.98 
 
0.40 
0.98 0.13 
 
6. DISCUSSION 
 
From the experimental results presented in Table VII it is clear that, in case of the proposed approach 50% reduction in 
the dataset, it affected only 3% the classification accuracy. It follows that the original dataset contains about 50% 
redundant attributes and the feature selection approach presented is efficient in removing these redundant attributes 
affecting the classification accuracy. From the comparison of results, it can be seen that when using the selected 
significant features for classification, the time taken to build the learning model is also greatly improved in SVM. This 
shows that in an information system there are some non-relevant features and identifying and removing these features 
will enable learning algorithms to operate faster. In other words, increasing the number of features in a dataset may not 
be always helpful to increase the classification performance of the data. Increasing the number of features progressively 
may result in reduction of classification rate after a peak. This is known as peaking phenomenon. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this work we have proposed a new approach of feature selection for classification of learning disability by using data 
mining approach. In order to achieve the better classification results we have used feature selection algorithms which 
are Chi-square, Info Gain and Gain Ratio which results in the prediction of the relevant features. Later the optimization 
of selected feature is performed by using fast correlation based filtering approach. Finally KNN and SVM classifiers 
are utilized to show the classification accuracy. From the results, it can be concluded that the SVM achieves increased 
classification performance, yields results that are accurate, hence it is considered as best classifier when compared with 
K nearest Neighbour classifier algorithm. Perhaps, K nearest Neighbour classifier classifies the data with minimum 
execution time. In future other feature selection techniques can be applied on the dataset. 
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